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WHY SAILORS CAN BELIEVE ANYTHING 
Robert Finley

andando más, más se sabe

Christopher Columbus

If you had climbed the hill up behind the town, you would have seen them 
there, three ships loitering on the horizon, their sails slack, slatting half
heartedly with the ground swell. And if the next morning,. Sunday morning, you 
had been on an errand and passed by that hill path again, you might have stopped 
for a moment to catch your breath - your burden, some wool you have spun for the 
weaver in the next valley, is heavy, and you put it down to rest. And when you 
look up from the broken path and out to sea, you say, "Ah, so now they have 
gone." But where have they gone? No more than they themselves can you imagine 
it. The helmsmen have steered badly, the set of the currents is unknown, and 
the logic of the stars and of the compass rose there 'blooming ijnder the 
navigator's gaze remains obscure, with every day that passes, less and less can 
be said of where they are, further and further from the one fixed point, the 
movu^tain soil beneath your feet where you are stooping now to take up your load 
and go on your way.

When the wind comes, it comes from the north-east and at night. It is brisk 
but sweet, and makes the heart beat both ways; it comes from home and carries in 
its arms the shapes of the familiar, even while the wake builds under the bows 
and broadens astern. Departures are always the same. There is the one wave that 
is the first and the last wave that you notice, the first gentle lift and fall 
of the dark hull under your feet. And with it the world falls away from you 
quite suddenly euid softly, like a word you have spoken. Whatever your reasons' 
for setting out, a lightness and a loneliness gather under your heart. From now 
on the only rhythms are the sea's rhythms and the only voice is the senseless 
incantation of the waves. All about you gather the distances; the remoteness of 
the stars is there only to remind you of the unsoundable depths touched by the 
narrow keel, änd every morning opens around you the perpetual horizon. After a 
few days you start to forget. You forget what it was that brought you out here, 
you forget to ask yourself where you are, you forget where you are going. The 
ship carries with it its own sense: the changing of watches; working the pumps 
and sails; meals around the daily hearth kindled at the ship's centre, backs 
against the bulwarks or rigging; talk. But all of it, every movement, every 
gesture, is measured against the rhythm of the waves, which you also forget so
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perfectly that finally they enter your dreams and you start to dream the same 
dream over and over and over.

The bright waters babble at the bows and out of the wind the sun is hot and 
drowsy. There is the gentle crushing of the waves and the spars' rhythmic 
creaking, and somewhere overhead a pennant drums irregularly against the taut 
cotton of the sails. The crew is busy at the windward rail; two grapnel lines 
snake out from the ship's side and their hooks dig deép into the flanks of a 
huge spar lolling half underwater, bearded with weeds. The sailors secure it, 
and as the ship rolls to leeward, the lines draw bar tight. On the second roll, 
the great tree itself lumbers sideways and shakes out the grappling irons. Then 
it is out of reach astern. Its head heaves out of the wave-wrack once and sinks 
back. A long way back in the ship's wake, you can see the waves, charged by its 
presence, breaking over it.

The old Majorcan waits until dark to begin: Aixo era y  no era... but 
everybody already knows that a huge sea snake càme and fought with them; that 
finally it shook out the painful grappling hooks and slipped away astern; that 
it struck the rudder such a blow with its tail that thé helmsman was thrown to 
the deck - and look, has the bruises to show for it. And that then it raised its 
bearded head once or twice, and made the sea foam, and disappeared. They know it 
was and was not so, because they know that at sea things are always what they 
seem. This is why sailors can believe anything.

The next morning the sailors find that they are restless and watchful. All 
night they listened to the rustling wake, and today they are waiting for 
something to happen. Everyone is waiting. Everyone is watching the sea for 
signs. What do they find? They find that the compass is not truthful; they find 
a great fire that falls from the sky; they find dolphins; they find dark clouds 
like islands to the north, and to the south; they find the sea choked with 
weeds; they find a whale; they find a contrary wind; they find several times 
that they are mistaken when they thought they had found land; they find birds, 
or are found out by them-land birds, sea birds, song birds, white birds, bright 
birds, birds with long tails, birds that don't alight on the sea, birds that 
never go far from land; they find a green reed, a carved stick, and à branch 
with berries; and they find a light that gutters and goes out.

Let us follow then, and from the vantage of our own boat, that monument,* 
the stone boat buoyant in the current of time, from its decks and high windows 
watch as they make their wandering way. We stand in now silently under their lee 
and take up with them their westward course. It is evening. The three ships scud 
along to windward, Coliambus on his afterdeck.

Thursday September 13th 

The compass does not point north.
His left hand rests on a low binnacle in front of him and follows the 

motion of the- ship. His right, his arm outstretched, palm pressed flat against 
the northern sky, he holds steady, its own constellation fixed for a moment in 
the sphere of stars that gather faintly in the gathering dusk. His palm spans 
the dark lacuna of the night, and balanced exactly at the tip of his index 
finger, glimmering more and more brightly, is Polaris, the Pole Star, the fixed 
North, the True. But when he lowers his hand slowly from the darkening sky to 
the compass face where it rests like a shadow on the glass, he feels an itch of 
panic stir in his fingers and cross, twining at the palm and wrist. The needle
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does not point north, but, with its charged and figured end, north-and-askance, 
into the periphery of north. The procedure is repeated. To take the north and. 
mark it, first find the North Star. Hold the right arm straight before you, the 
palm of the hand facing outward. Bring the star to the tip of the index finger, 
and then lower the hand steadily to the compass face, the axis of the needle 
nesting in against the first knuckle of the first finger. Again the compass does 
not point True, and this time Coliimbus feels the needle's lean balance, south, 
pointing obliquely back not quite at, but toward hiitP standing there in his tiny 
ship, on a strange sea, as the night comes down around him dressed in its rare 
mantle of the most distant stars.

A ship at sea has one anchor to the world, its direction. Snubbed into the 
last headland at its point of departure, its course uncoils and straightens 
along the lines we plot from port to port. This time the coitçiass varies only a 
few degrees, but this gap breaks the circle of the sailors' trust in the laws 
that brought them out here and were meant to take them back. Now, every inch of 
ocean that passes under the thin planks carries them further into a world that 
makes no sense. Suddenly the night is full of voices, and they feel the shadow 
touching them of an invisible presence that leaves messages they cannot read 
inscribed in the lodestone. Tonight everyone dreams the same dream. In it 
everything is just as it is around us, the same sea, the same sky, the same 
ships, two together and one to starboard and a distance ahead. Everything is the 
same, even the sound of the pennant that thmms the topsail, everything, except 
when the day in their dream dawns, there is no horizon.

Friday September 14th

They see terns and a tropic bird, and these birds, they say, 
never go far from land.

When we wake it is to a new sea of emptiness, except for the birds. They 
fly along between the three ships and our own, a tropic bird rowing the wind at 
the mastheads, white, with a long reed tail, and some black hooded terns going 
west. Look at those terns, the orange of their beaks threading the blue waves. 
But already they are a sign for something else, transparent emissaries for an 
unnamed country just a day's run out of reach. But of course this is a mistake: 
it is the men, not the birds, that have never gone so far.

Saturday September 15th

A marvelous branch of fire_ falls from the sky into the sea 
not far from the ships.

And so they wait, poised like awkward birds in the rigging, in the bows, at 
the sterncastle and helm, until the next sign comes. We are standing at the 
starboard rail of the stone boat, you and I, watching the three ships off to • 
windward trailing their white wakes behind them uhder the dome of the night sky, 
the dark shapes of their sails, the dark hulls cut out of its starred cloth. 
Though tonight they are making good time with all bonnets laced and the 
spritsails flown, the following sea is easy, and the night seems still. You turn 
in against the rigging to light a cigarette, and then turn back and lean out 
against the rail beside me, into the warm wind. We are expecting it, of course.
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but still, just then, when the three ships light up like that, like ait takes us by surprise. All the tracery of their rigging and gear, 
the black hulls, the shadowy sails awash with golden light, they seem to toss

and burn Ind the s^dow of our own ship's spars and towers is cast d o ^  
“ r S ï  lit Jtl b,£or, us. ws turu with the r,st .hd see in the seuth-
west the great brandi of flame falling to the sea not too far off.

on the three ships thèy all agree that it is a good sign, this ship of fire 
with its slow wake that arches over them (and over us in our ship of smoke and 
ashes) and hangs there for a moment from the domed ceiling.

"Strange, that no one seems afraid," you say, looking back across the water 
at their faces still turned to the fading light.

But Within the closed circle o£ our sight, a world vaulted now «
well as darkness, the gentleness has not gone
S ^ u r ï S ' t o * î t ° ï ï  “ ^ h e  still living stars and the dark waters that eslirace 
them.

You leave me there, old man, at the rail, 
darkness that the wind is bringing, the traces 
lengthening above us cind above the tiny ships, 
light, ourselves somehow among them.

staring off into the deeper 
of tomorrow's rain clouds 
each now like a distant point of

Monday September 17th 

They see dolphins.
, fiT-Qt from far off. In a few minutes they cross the path of the

hhra,'':hS fn“ r  ̂ rS^h^L wav CO pl.v » f i , “ ? ;,“ !  Í í g ^ r t h f
day as quick as shadows ^  Dolphins, Dclphinus
S p ï î ï ? % S f w o ^ - 5 i " ^ ^ ^ " ^ '  : S " , U a ? i o n  spa.ds woshward with Pagases, rh. 
Eagle, and the Arrow in its starred wake.

Tuesday September 18th

A mass of dark cloud appears in the north, which is a sign
of being near land.

„r “.SÏÂ
Just listen ‘̂ °^^®^;^^®^5Îîectïii^the^bLssâ''isÎaSL^o/^^^ Saint

S S a r Ä e  fa^il^r! each a - e s s i n g ^ o ^ ^ r t h .
5 î o i S , ' ' â i % c e n ? S ' w ? l L L r L r s L p e l y  larkspur. On these smooth shores they
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let their hopes climb up, and they make their thanksgiving there. In their 
hearts the festive fire is already burning in the hearth. But, as though under 
the burden of their desires, the imagined islands sink and slip away, and the 
horizon opens around them once again. Columbus will turn neither to the north 
nor to the south, but keeps to his westward course.

Does he doubt the islands' presence there, just a few leagues off? Not at 
all. Even now they are touched, in his mind, by the broadening wake of the three 
ships. He has been expecting them all along. They are on the chart and on 
Behaim's globe, and what Behaim and the cartographers propose, Columbus knows’. 
This is his great strength: he is a literalist of the imagination.

Columbus' chart is simple, but chart reading is a wary art. Even maps of 
the familiar are not easy to interpret. Things do not appear in their own 
shapes: they are translated into a code of skeletal elevations and outlines, 
elaborated with arcane symbols - and they are pictured from above. What the 
navigator sees, both in the chart and all about him, is a« cautious distortion.
He anxiously bends his sight from the looming shadow of land - headland, island, 
cliff or beach - and turns the chart to meet it. Good navigators are always 
skeptical, not of the presences of things, but of what they see and understand. 
Good navigators are always almost lost. But Columbus is a visionary, and 
visionaries are not good navigators. The world they inhabit is the much simpler 
world of what they simply know. So the ships carry on unaware of the absences 
that brush by them on either side. The islands are not there, though the clouds 
attest to them. All of it, except the sea itself and the sailors' yearning, is 
an illusion.

Thursday September 20th

Two or three land birds come to the ship singing.

Friday September 21st

At dawn they find so much weed that the sea appears to 
be solid with it. They see a whale;

At first the sailors are delighted: the day is thick with possibilities. 
Everything points to “Land is Near.“

But the sea bears looking at. Here they first find hope, and then, like a 
shining palimpsest, beneath their hope they read despair. They swing the lead 
and at two-h\indred fathoms - all the line they have - no bottom. (Nor would the 
dipsey touch bottom at 2,000.) The realization creeps into them through the 
soles of their feet, like cold. It snakes up behind the eyes and looks out, and 
now the matted weed seems to hold them back.

Perhaps it is a sudden claustrophobia from the clinging weed, or morbid 
speculation on the whale that sets it off. Columbus staggers on the deck. 
Although he is standing in the clear bright air of afternoon, he feels confined 
and short of breath, as though he were entombed within the dank hold of the 
rolling ship. His vision blurs, his tongue is thick and heavy. Around him he 
feels presences that press against him, black shapes that crouch, or lie, or

\
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sit; they lean and cling, half effaced within a dim and sallow light. He falls 
against the rigging. After a moment the dizziness passes and when he looks up 
the water is still glassy and dilated where the whale has broken through the 
dull sargasso and sounded.

All that night the~sailors, and we with them, watch the St. Elmo's fires 
catch up and pass by to leeward burdened with their black cargo, the night. And 
sleeping close by the hull, they hear the weeds whisper along the ship's flanks. 
Some think that it is the distant singing of birds that they hear, others that 
it is the voices of their drowned fathers, still others think that the children 
of Atlantis are crying out to them as they pass over. The whales are calling, it 
is true. But not to them.

Saturday September 22nd

The wind blows from the west and against them for the
first time.

Increasingly the sailors imagine that when they speak even their own 
shipmates cannot hear them, their words carried off and cast up months later on 
a foreign shore, broken by the east wind. Even when they dream of home, they 
move through its familiar streets and rooms \inable to speak or cry out to thoSe 
around them,' their speech entangled by the awful distances they have been 
travelling in. Every morning is fine, perhaps a few clouds late in the day, 
perhaps a light rain, and everyday there is that sweet steady breeze out of the 
east that whispers fantastic distances into the ships' logs; the squat big- 
bellied hulls slide down the steep sides of the following sea. But as the weight 
of days masses up at their backs, they discern something sharp and sour on the 
air. Just faint at first, it teases at the threads of the,Lr anxiety, already 
taut and shrill behind them. Then they recognize it; it is the smell of a ship 
on the homeward passage, its crew gaunt and staring, the sails blown out, the 
decks opened in the heat, the barrels sprung, the bilges foul after weary months 
at sea, the wind still contrary.

Square-rigged ships go in only one direction: they go downwind, 
x2rrevocably. So when the wind does come, for a day or two, from the west with a 
building sea, it slows their progress but speaks a greater comfort than any of 
the signs of land. "Such a thing had not been seen since the time of the Jews, 
when Egypt came out against Moses who was leading them out of captivity," writes 
Columbus in his log. He is exaggerating, but he looks relieved.

Soon the pennants again point to the west, and again the waves part at the 
bows and babble along the ships' sides-and the promised course is again made 
true.

Sunday September 23rd

They see a dove, a booby, a small river bird, and other 
white birds, and they see many petrels.
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Tuesday September 25th

The captain of one of the caravels sees land. The sailors on 
all three ships climb the masts and into the rigging and all 

affirm that it is land...
But it isn't.

■if

How simply desire invades and corrupts the navigator's art! Tomorrow 
afternoon the sailors will go swimming in it, this chimera, this trick of light 
and shadow, this land. They will dive from the high bulwarks and rigging, riiake 
graceful arching dives out from the ship's side, they will dive deep and surface 
white and unscathed on a sea smooth and forgetful as a river all around us. They 
will let their white limbs carry them out from the dark hulls onto the lift and 
fall of the ground swell and float there buoyed up by the invisible current, 
their arms outstretched, miles above the ocean floor.

Columbus retrieves his chart from the captain of the caravel and makes the 
necessary adjustments, not to it, but to the world he is sailing in. The sea 
allows this, it even invites it.

Friday September 28th 

They catch two dorados.
And you too, old man, have brought out your bag of hooks and line, and let 

the weighted jig sink into the shadow of the stone boat. Its shiny lure glints 
less and less distinctly as it travels down through the regions of the sea, one 
below the other. After you sit there for a while, jigging, the line thrills like 
a nerve all the way back to the synapse of your hand held over the water, and I 
can see that you are understanding something. Suddenly you are the root we are 
rooted to, the swaying ship, its rigging, myself, the unbearable distances which 
surroimd us, suddenly it is all fixed by the trilling wire leading down into the 
dark water. What is, it you are fishing for, I wonder.

Saturday September 29th 

They see three boobies, and four tropic birds, and a frigate bird.

• • •

Monday October 1st 

There are rain squalls.
The squalls begin in the morning; we watch them approach, lifting over the 

horizon's lip on their black wings. Slanting shafts of rain crowd in around us 
until the whole circle of our sight is like a pillared hall. The three ships 
appear and disappear all day among its shifting columns. Toward evening there is
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a break in the clouds which lets down shafts of light as well. We thread our 
course among them.

Thursday October 4th

Forty petrels come to the ship all at once, and two boobies, 
one of which the ship's boy hits with a stone. Crows and 

ducks are flying off to the south-west.

Tuesday October 9th 

All night they hear the birds passing.
He rarely sleeps at night, Columbus. The night is too precipitous, opening 

over and over again onto shadow islands and ghost continents. Sometimes he dozes 
during the day, once the dependable O of the horizon has hardened around them in 
the morning light, and often he will lie down on his bunk for an hour in the 
evening to rest his eyes. He is there now.

All night, beyond the familiar creaking of the ship, the jabbering of the 
waves and the officer's low murmured commands to the helmsman, they hear the 
birds'passing. Flock after flock flies over them, moving south-west. In the 
darkness, their wings touch the sails and brush past the rigging. 'The lookout at 
the mast-head feels their weight as they lift over him, and below in his cabin 
Columbus hears them, constant as heartbeats. They lead him into sleep, and in 
his sleep he follows them. He dreams that he is coasting a wooded shore line. He 
has come upon it suddenly in a rain squall and can see maybe a mile of it laid 
out before him. He thinks he recognizes it from his chart; at the very least it 
breaks up into coves, bays, islands, or begins the long curve of a continent-the 
coast of Ciamba? of Moabar? But it is the Coast of Contradictions he is dreaming 
of. He starts south along its long low shore and loses the dark line of the 
trees in the dusk. He is carried offshore in the cool and*muscular currents of a 
huge river in whose waters he detects an unearthly purity. All night he tacks 
into heavy weather, out and back, out and back, until suddenly he comes up 
short. Out of the darkness, a hundred yards off, looms a steep headland. With 
dawn, he intuits a connection between landfalls and traces it on his chart o 
fragments. But he doubles back in daylight - perhaps he has overlooked a blind 
bay behind the inscrutable line of palms that line the beach, or a narrow 
channel that squints into a harbour the size of a world. Then he notices that 
there are people among the trees, hundreds of people, naked, standing perfectly 
straight and still, their backs turned toward him, looking into the blue dim 
forest. They too are facing west. But they are looking into it.

Columbus tries to see past them, and beyond the curtain of the trees. He 
draws close in under the shore and immediately the boat he is travelling in, 
which had been sound, and his companions, who had been singing in the shrill 
voices of children, begin to change. The boat is full of holes, and begins 
sink and the children who had been singing are reduced to a dull percussion of 
bones that clatter as they fall, bone against bone, into the boat Now he is 
alone. The ship settles like a stone on the sandy bottom of a
lies within the crescent of a white beach he cannot reach or cross Beyond the 
beach the feathered palm trees wave to him in greeting, or, with their feathered
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lances, in warning, he cannot say. People come out of the dark forest to give 
him things-they swim out with long, sure strokes to bring him food to eat, water 
in gourds to drink. Sometimes they come to the edge of the forest and yell with 
shrill cries and shoot at the ship with their bows. The tiny wooden arrows 
clatter harmlessly about him, against the masts and rigging. Sometimes they come 
and seem to beckon him and call to him to follow, to follow them into the wood. 
At first, at night, the stars spin crazily overhead, ^and all day he listens to 
the senseless lapping of the waves along the shore. Gradually, in his solitude, 
he thinks that he is making sense of them, of the stars, the currents, the white 
strand, and that he belongs there on that littoral. A voice on the other side of 
waking keeps saying, no, no, you are not making sense of them, you are lost.
That is the sound of the birds flying over, their one and perpetual home under 
the span of their wings. They lead him toward waking, and at dawn, he alters his 
course to follow them.

Thursday October 11th

They conçlain of the long voyage. Then they see a green 
bulrush near the ship, and take on board a carved stick, 
and a piece of cane, and a small plank. They also see a 

branch of roseberries.
When morning comes and the horizon, unbroken, still surrounds us, the 

sailors on the three ships can bear it no longer. Each token they found along 
the way seemed to point to land; now they suspect they were signs for something 
else - the mast, bearded by months, perhaps years at sea. But the stick has been 
carved, it appears, with an iron knife, and the branch is* still green, and heavy 
with its red berries, and the flocks trail westward.

At ten o'clock at night, the Admiral sees a faint light that 
is like a candle raised and lowered.

This in the sensitive periphery of sight where even the faintest glimmer 
will show itself. When we turn toward it, it is gone. The light is the last 
sign, but neither it, nor any of the other signs can be charted, and even here 
in the last moments of the outward voyage we can only speak broadly about the 
sea or our place upon it. But let us use the flickering light for a moment to 
look forward. In a few hours the chaste moon will rise behind us and illuminate 
a white cliff and low shore a distance ahead. At the moment of the lookout's cry 
from the masthead, wing-backed Pegasus, with Deneb in the Northern Cross 
brandished before him, will descend the night's steep bank among the western . 
stars and touch the western horizon with one hoof. And behind us in the east, 
Jupiter will be rising amid his flights of birds.

Morning will find us at anchor within the mouth of a broad and shining bay 
where along each shore the palm trees rustle and sway. Thirty-three days out 
from the island of Gomera, the three ships' boats will notch the bright auricle 
of the beach, and the sailors will take their first unsteady steps across the 
blessed horizontal of the sand. They will mark the place with a cross hewn from 
an island pine, its squared trunk flowering the scented flowers, their bone- 
white petals, cut by the steel tongued adze. (Already in their sleep the 
carpenters rehearse the catechism of square and plumb.) Here, soothed by the
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perfumed air, the solace of the flowers and the earth, and the clear water 
tasting neither of vinegar nor the casks, they will speak in voices that, after 
the roar and babble of a month at sea, seem strange to them, as though from long 
disuse. Here, standing in the tree's crossed shadow, they will pronounce the new 
name for the place, and although at first their voices arfe lost in the crush 
crush of the waves along the beach and echo strangely from the chambered woods 
behind it, singing, they will mark it in the air. Just like that will the 
dreamed-of place be known.

That is tomorrow. Tonight we are still at sea and even now, somewhere in 
the darkness out before us the beach is asking its eternal question. It is the 
same question that it asks and asks of all the waves that lisp along it - 
listen, listen. The sailors do not hear it yet. They do not hear it yet.

"Why Sailors Can Believe Anything* appeared previously in Fiddlehead Magazine, 
Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada, and is reprinted with permission.
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REFLECTIONS & RESPONSES

JEAN RHYS - THEY DESTROYED ALL THE ROSES.
Jan Louter, Director. Amsterdam: A Viewpoints & NFS production, 1997.

70 minutes, in Dutch and English, with English subtitles.
Martien Kappers

Rhys aficionados will be both elated and frustrated by Jan Louter's 
documentary film Jean Rhys - They Destroyed All the Roses, which was shown at 
the Rotterdam International Film Festival, and subsequently on the Dutch Third 
TV Channel, in the course of 1997.^ Elated, because a visual documentary on 
Rhys's life and work is surely long overdue. Elated because Louter has captured 
on screen before it is too late, information that only people who have actually 
known Rhys can provide. Elated, too, because Louter's film is a sensitive, 
empathie and honest attempt at capturing the obsessional quality of Rhys's 
tormented career. But they will also be frustrated, because the film focuses so 
near-exclusively on Wide Sargasso Sea and on the Dominican-English duality of 
Rhys's life and work. Frustrated as well because so much of its space is taken 
up by atmospheric shots meant to convey that very duality, whereas the continent 
of Europe, scene of highly dramatic events in Rhys's life as well as of her most 
productive years, is rarely mentioned and is in fact not "shown* at all.
Viewers unfamiliar with the Rhys saga may well be under the impression, at the 
end of Louter's film, that between the blue-misted mountains of a lush tropical 
Dominica, and the bleak hills of a snowy wintry Devonshire, nothing much 
happened to her. Indeed, as the film's publicity blurb informs us. They 
Destroyed All the Roses aims not so much at traditional biographical 
documentation as at visualization of the impact on Rhys of Dominica as the "lost 
paradise of her youth" - both in terms of her personal tragedy and as her main 
source of literary inspiration.


